
Portfolio 2 of 
furnished villas
and 
apartments

Jewell Furniture



Location: Villa Martin, Orihuela Costa, 3 bedrooms                            
Style: Scandinavian style with minimalist touches and relaxing neutral 
colours and classy decorations







Location: Marbella Penthouse apartment with large terraces.           
Style: Timeless and dynamic pieces creating a luxury ambience with 
oversized sun loungers, and parasol and base of 100kg to withstand 
all winds, together with double chaise day bed, perfect pieces to chill 
out on.





Location: 3 bed apartment in Bahia Homes, Torre de la Horadada  
Style: Relaxing and tranquil base of furniture and colours, combining 
oak and white, with focal light  above dining table; allowing client to 
add all the personal touches.





Location: Mar Menor Golf Resort; new apartment and upgrades to villa 
Style: Clever use of existing bedroom furniture moved from villa into 
the apartment with contrasting accent walls throughout and lounge 
furniture from Crystal pack.  Hanging drawer combinations used as 
bedside tables and dressing table units to maximise space.



                                                                            

  

 



      

    



                                          



Location: La Manga Club                                                                    
Style: Nordic inspired theme with accent colours and relaxing voiles 
and pictures.







Location: Portman                                                                              

Style: Hotel 
inspired 
luxury 
furnishings 
for comfort 
and 
immediate 
relaxation 
throughout; 
maximising 
the space 
from small 
apartment 
with 
refurbished 
kitchen 



area and bar area.

 

 







  

Location: La Manga 
Club                                                                                       Style: 
Complete refurb of 
the lounge with a 



bespoke L shaped sofa for 7.  Complementary turquoise cushions, 
hanging lamp and table lamp shades to co-ordinate. Huge 
headboards and luxurious rugs in the bedrooms, standing out from 
the crowd.



        

  



Location: La Manga Club                                                                   
Style: New fresh look for 3 bedrooms with new upholstered 
headboards, co-ordinating curtains and occasional chairs and 
bedside cabinets

     

    
    

    





Location: Hacienda Riquelme , 2 bedrooms                                     
Style: Rental ready with easy to clean choices for seating and 
headboards, with touch of blue throughout







Location: Mar Menor Golf Resort, 1 bedroom apartment                              
Style: Soft relaxing furnishings available in range of different tones; 
with super comfortable sofa bed with matching pouf/foot stool which 
creates feeling of chaise longue. All in soft blues with double rail with 
voiles and curtains


